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Solar Specialists"
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About Us

G- Solar & Electrical is a locally owned and
operated solar electrical company, owned by Grant
Newman, a 5th generation Cairns local electrician
with over 10 years experience in the renewable
energy industry.

At G-Solar, we make solar installation effortless
and transparent, thanks to honest savings
estimates, expert advice, quality products,
professional installation, and true local after-
sales service.

We are Cairns locally owned specialists in
Residential, Commercial, Battery, Off-Grid,       
 EV Chargers, and Ground Mount Solar Systems.

We have installed and maintained hundreds of
high-quality solar systems, from 2kW up to 1.7MW, 
 which deliver rapid return on investment for
homeowners and businesses.

 

 
If you are looking to save money on your energy costs for your home or business, then we are the solar experts

you’re looking for. We don’t sugar coat your estimated returns, we only communicate the facts based on our
extensive experience and provide our clients 'Peace Of Mind' with our 10yr company-backed Installation and Service

Guarantee.
 
 

We provide No Obligation Site Inspections
that are personally conducted by Grant to
ensure clients are only provided the facts, based
on his extensive local experience, with no sales
talk. This also ensures that all quotes provided
are firm, with no hidden extras.

Follow Us On Socials



Trusted Quality Brands

With our extensive experience in the Operations and Maintenance of solar systems,
locally and across the country, we know which brands have proven themselves.

This is why we will only supply and install quality brands that we are confident will provide
our clients with optimal electrical generation and long-term reliability. 

Some of our Preferred Quality Brands 



Our Proposal

G-Solar & Electrical Online Proposal
 

Our Free online proposal displays panel layout, estimated savings, system
& payment options along with full hardware specifications. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Systems
 From 

 $20 p/w



Premium Installation

Our Premium installation utilises quality components, installed by our professional team to a higher
standard than the industry minimum to ensure each systems optimal performance and longevity. 

 
G-Solar & Electrical Some Others Potential Risk

Inverter Wiring
 

Solid conduit & Fittings
 

Galvanised Saddles
 

Minimal use of flex conduit
 

Quality AC Isolator

Solar Panel Racking
 

Clenergy Cyclone rated
 

10yr Warranty
 

Does quote state brand?

Rooftop DC Isolators
 

Factory Pre Wired & Tested
 

Connectors not exposed
 

Failure = Fire Risk

Rooftop DC Isolator Covers
 

Full Protection
 

Not minimal standard
 

Failure = Fire Risk

Cable Ties
 

Lifetime cable security
 

No cable sitting of roof
 

Failure = Fire risk

Installation Warranty
 

Company backed
 

We look after all warranty
 

Customer ‘Peace Of Mind’

Solid Conduit Flexible Exposed Wiring

Premium Racking Unknown Failure / Insurance?

Factory Wired & Tested Manually Wired Moisture Penetration

Full Isolator Protection Minimal Protection DC Short (Burnout)

Long Life Stainless Steel Plastic / Nylon Electrical / Fire Risk

Company 10 Years Installer 5-10 Years Tracking Down Installer

G-Solar & Electrical Premium Installation



REC Premium Panels

REC - Empowering consumers
REC solar panels are already powering all
parts of our lives - homes, schools, sport
stadiums, hospitals, supermarkets and
airports to name but a few. We believe
solar is the present and future.

REC - SOLAR’S MOST TRUSTED

REC is an international, pioneering, solar energy company with Scandinavian heritage and a strong reputation across the
world. Dedicated to bringing clean solar energy to everyone with our reliable and high-end products, 'Solar’s Most Trusted' is
not just a slogan – it is a promise we live up to every day in delivering outstanding, high-quality products to our customers.

REC - A driven facilitator
REC makes it possible to power your own home
or business independently and efficiently. With
its iconic and cutting-edge products, REC helps
you generate more energy and make significant
savings on electricity bills

REC - A front-running innovator
Innovation is in REC’s DNA: constantly
leading the way in high efficiency and
powerful products. REC was the first
company to introduce half-cut cell
technology into multicrystalline panel
production and the first to apply its
iconicTwin design for extra power and
efficiency.

PRODUCT
Covers any panel defects and promises superior quality for at least
25years as part of the REC ProTrust Warranty.

PERFORMANCE
Ensures that REC panels perform exactly as expected to – every
year for 25 years. Higher warranted power and higher annual
yields enable greater return on investment predictability.

LABOUR
Unique to the REC ProTrust Warranty, this gives added
protection in the unlikely event that a REC panel needs to be
serviced.





Shading – Trees, buildings, poles, wires, antennas, or rooftop structures
Soiling – Dust, snow, bird droppings or birds
Panel mismatch – manufacturing tolerances
Panel faults – micro cracking, hot spots or water ingress, or LID
Temperature difference – thermal mismatch at different times of the day
Panel Ageing - Panel degradation at different rates over time
No PID – Eliminates Potential voltage and current leakage issues
Odd roof layouts - Panels mounted at different orientations and angles
Small roof - Roof area’s which can only fit a small number of panels

Advantages of Micro Inverters

The main advantage of micro inverters in that each panel is monitored and optimised individually to generate maximum
power. Solar panels can generate different amounts of power due to a number of reasons such as shading, dirt and
mismatch as explained in detail below. In a standard string installation, the panels are linked together in series and the
power output of the entire string can be greatly reduced by a single poor performing, shaded or dirty panel. However, using
micro's can overcome this and help avoid the many reasons solar systems can under-perform including:

 

Enphase Micro Inverter Systems

SolarEdge Optimised Systems

Optimise your PV system with 

More Energy - weaker panels (due to shade/dirt etc.) do not affect other panels energy production
Flexible Design - panels can be installed on multiple orientations and strings including shaded areas
Full Visibility - panel, string, and system-level performance monitoring for the lifetime of the system
Superior Safety - built-in SafeDC feature reduces high system voltage to a safe level
Long Warranty - 25yr power optimiser, 12yr Inverter, and monitoring free for 25 years.

What does a SolarEdge Optimiser do?
The SolarEdge Power Optimiser is a DC/DC converter which is connected by installers to each solar panel,
turning them into smart panels. The SolarEdge Power Optimisers increase energy output from PV systems
by constantly tracking the maximum power of each panel individually.

Traditional Inverter SolarEdge System



6 Big Benefits of Batteries for Solar Storage
Wondering how solar batteries can benefit your home? Here are some of their biggest advantages:

 

3. Reduce Your Home’s Carbon Footprint
Installing solar batteries allows you to reduce your home’s carbon footprint and bring it
closer to self-sufficiency. This is essential for anyone who wants to “go green” and reduce
pollution. Today, solar energy systems create much less pollution than traditional fossil
fuels, and can help a home consume fewer resources in the years to come.

 

1. Make the Most of Your Power
With standard solar power setups, you install panels and your system is plugged into the
grid. If your panels, for whatever reason, don’t produce ample energy, your home draws
on the grid to make up for the deficit.
With batteries, though, your excess power is stored in the battery system. On cloudy
days or days when your system doesn’t produce as much power as usual, you can pull
from the batteries instead of the grid.

 

2. Greater Energy Security
Solar battery systems allow your home to be more resilient when it comes to energy.
Particularly useful if you live in an area where the grid is occasionally unstable, or you
simply want to provide a greater level of certainty for your home’s power, battery
systems can power key aspects of your home for hours, even if the grid goes down.

4. No Noise Pollution
Unlike generators, solar panels and battery storage systems don’t create noise
pollution that will bother your neighbors. This is a unique benefit, and is a great way
for anyone who currently has a generator to update their system.

5. Reduced Electric Bills
One of the biggest benefits of energy storage systems is that they will help you save on
your electricity costs. Back up your home with a battery system and you’ll avoid the fees
associated with electricity retailers, create self-sufficiency, and save the electricity you
generate. All these are huge bonuses!

 

Solar Batteries

6. More Control
you get to store your excess energy in batteries rather than selling it back to the grid.
This gives you more control over how you use your energy and where your excess goes.



Ground Mount

EV Chargers

Cheaper
Faster
Convenient
Battery Life
Property Value
Compatibility

Unlike petrol and diesel cars, with a
home EV Charger, you can literally have a
gas station in your garage or driveway at
home or at work. 

Benefits of a Home EV Charger

Off - Grid

Such an off-grid solar system can function
independently and not rely on the grid.
They generate enough electricity that can be
collected and used at night.
These are suitable for remote areas that do not
have grid power access.
Shutdowns and infrastructure faults won’t affect
the power supply.

Off Grid Solar Power can be as reliable and affordable
as being connected to the grid. With today's solar
battery technology combined with the new generation
of solar battery system inverters and chargers, anyone
can produce their own electricity, in any remote
location.

Advantages of An Off-Grid Solar System

Ideal Angle: Your roof may not be situated at the best angle
to maximize solar energy production; ground-mounted
systems can be ideally placed wherever they need to be.
Better Efficiency: Solar panels prefer to be kept cool.
Ground-mounted systems have room below them to allow air
to circulate freely.
Ease of Maintenance: Solar panels work best when they are
kept clean and dust free. Ground-mounted solar panels can
be cleaned and serviced without anyone having to climb on
the roof.
Panel Longevity: Your solar power system may well outlast
your roof. Your roof-mounted system must be disassembled
and reassembled before and after your roof can be worked
on.
Future Expansion: There is usually not room to expand a
rooftop mounted solar panel system; this is typically not a
problem with a ground-mounted system.

https://www.energy.gov/energysaver/grid-or-stand-alone-renewable-energy-systems


We help business owners save money on their energy costs

We install and maintain hundreds of high quality commercial solar
systems locally & across the country which deliver rapid return on
investment for businesses in many industries.

At G-Solar & Electrical, we make commercial solar installation and
management effortless thanks to clever preventative
maintenance plans, monitoring, and expert advice you can rely
on.

Did you know that 90% of commercial solar installations
are positively geared?

 
If you want to save money on your energy costs for your
commercial property or business, we’re the commercial solar
experts you’re looking for. We don’t sugar coat your estimated
return on investment, we only communicate the facts.

Commercial Solar

Recently Completed Projects

300kW QCell SolarEdge

1.7MW Multiple Systems

100kW Canadian Solar Fronius

1.8MW Longi SolarEdge

35kW Hyundai Energy Fronius

290kW Multiple Systems

Over 1MW Multiple Systems
plus we provide Operations & Maintenance

service to over 10MW

1.3MW Canadian Solar Fronius



What Our Clients Say

Great service. Willing to explain the details in
plain language and provide a system that suits
your requirements
G solar made the process easy, gave a plain
English explanation of all the options, so I was
able to make an informed decision on the size
of the system and best components, both panel
and inverter. I was able to purchase a system
that suits my requirements, at a reasonable
price and be satisfied that any future issues will
be dealt with the same professionalism.
Alex 

Total satisfaction with service and supply.
The entire experience with G Solar was
fantastic. Great service through the advise and
quoting process. Very efficient service was
proposal was accepted seeing our system
installed 4 days after finance approval. Not to
mention well mannered and professional
tradesmen sent for install. Will definitely be
referring others to this company.
Cody 

Exceptional Service and Workmanship
I have worked in the electrical industry for 40
years and G-Solar was highly recommended by
two of my work colleagues. In my job I have
viewed hundreds of solar installs, domestic and
commercial, and the workmanship from G-Solar
is the best I have seen. From our first meeting
with Grant to the conclusion of the installation it
was an easy smooth process. The quote was fully
inclusive with no hidden extras. Grant and his
team were punctual, extremely polite and
friendly, well presented and professional. My wife
and I cannot recommend G-Solar highly enough.
Clayton & Sharon 

Scan Here For More

Great experience from start to finish
During the quoting process G-Solar stood out
from others as being professional, experienced
and honest - providing good advice and full
disclosure of the advantages or disadvantages
of different design and product choices.
The admin team very efficient and scheduled
the work promptly, keeping me informed
throughout the project.
The installer team was prompt, courteous and
thorough. They completed the install,
commissioning and handover exactly as they
had promised. The standard of workmanship
was very high and evident in every small detail
of the job.
Philip 

Mark, in sales, was my first point of contact. He
answered all my questions and concerns I had
about installing solar, which put me at ease
straight away.
I was very impressed with Grant when he came to
our house to give us a quote. I felt safe to give the
quote to G-Solar purely on that initial contact.
G-Solar wasn't the cheapest quote, but I decided
on G-Solar, to get a quality instal, that I was happy
with. The instal went well and they spent a bit
more time running cables behind a facia, so a lot
of the cables were hidden from view. Money well
spent. A short time after instal we were
connected to the grid and the inverter was up
and running.
Michael 

Total Satisfaction

Great Experience

Exceptional Sevice

Great Service

Faultless Installation

We own a large warehouse in Bungalow from which
we operate our business and G-Solar have just
installed (last week) a suitable Solar System which
provides excess to our usage requirements and
based on actual production vs. usage and what we
now fee back into the grid will pay for itself in about
2.5 years (less than grant estimated based on
current production) - all whilst now and forever
more not paying electricity bills anymore and doing
the right thing by the environment.
Grant is FANTASTIC, VERY knowledgeable and VERY
passionate about his product and his service.
We are now having a REPLACEMENT system quoted
for our house by them also.
No pushy sales team, Grant comes out personally
and is there for the install - very hands on - just good
advice and very competitive pricing and the latest
technology solar which we can monitor from
anywhere on a smart device or PC.
Thank you Grant and team.
Peter

Fantastic



Operation & Maintenance

G-Solar ensures your solar power system is operating at its peak efficiency, maximising your financial
investment and electricity generation through the use of industry-leading monitoring software, testing

equipment and cleaning technology.

We provide Operation & Maintenance services to
 Commercial & Residential solar systems throughout Australia

System Monitoring

Repairs & Upgrades

Thermographic Testing

Robotic Panel CleaningPreventative Maintenance

Performance & IV Cure Testing

Safety & Compliance Inspection

Australia Wide Service



 
 

 
 

  
  

 
  

  

  

APPROVEDSOLARRETAILER.COM.AU

LOOK FOR A CLEAN ENERGY COUNCIL 
APPROVED SOLAR RETAILER

A Clean Energy Council Approved Solar Retailer is a company that 
has signed on to the code of conduct and agreed to follow its 
requirements at all times.

Look for the Clean Energy Council Approved Solar Retailers logo 
when buying solar:

 

To see a list of current Approved Retailers, 
visit approvedsolarretailer.com.au

HIGH STANDARDS

When you buy solar from a Clean Energy Council Approved Solar 
Retailer, you can be assured that  you are buying a quality product 
from a company that follows all relevant consumer protection laws 
and is prepared to back the operation of your solar system for at 
least five years. The  code also has strict requirements that 
companies must follow in pre- and post-sale activities, documenta-
tion and general business practices. 

WHY THE CODE?

The Clean Energy Council established the Solar Retailer Code of 
Conduct in 2013 on behalf of the solar industry to improve 
customer service and industry standards. The Clean Energy Council 
already upholds industry standards for solar installations through its 
installer accreditation program. 

The establishment of the Solar Retailer Code of Conduct means 
that the solar retail sector will also be monitored, and in particular 
companies that engage in misleading or poor sales and marketing 
practices.

The Clean Energy Council Solar Retailer 
Code of Conduct is a way for solar 
businesses to show their commitment to 
responsible sales and marketing activities 
and solar industry best practice.
The code of conduct is a voluntary scheme for retail businesses 
selling solar panel systems to households and businesses. It aims to 
lift the bar higher than the minimum requirements set by 
government and regulations and bring about a better standard of 
service within the solar industry. It is also the only solar industry 
code of conduct authorised by the Australian Competition and 
Consumer Commission.

The Clean Energy Council manages the code of conduct and 
ensures that signatories comply with its strict requirements at 
all times.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOU?

The company you’re dealing with has signed on to the 
Clean Energy Council Solar Retailer Code of Conduct. That 
means you will receive the following – and more:

 assurance that the company has gone through a 
rigorous process to become an Approved Solar 
Retailer

 a standard minimum warranty period of five years on 
your whole system

  detailed information on the process between 
system installation and network connection

 peace of mind that the company will adhere to all 
existing legislation and regulations, and that its sales 
representatives will act ethically and not engage in 
any dishonest or misleading tactics

 many other quality and performance guarantees

 

CONGRATULATIONS –
THE SOLAR RETAILER YOU’RE 
DEALING WITH HAS MADE A 
STRONG COMMITMENT TO 
GOOD BUSINESS PRACTICES 
AND IMPROVING STANDARDS 
IN THE SOLAR INDUSTRY.



 
 

 
 

  
  

 
  

  

  

APPROVEDSOLARRETAILER.COM.AU

CLEAN ENERGY 
COUNCIL APPROVED 
SOLAR RETAILERS 
WILL:

DEALING WITH COMPLAINTS

Should you need to make a complaint against a company 
identifying itself as a Clean Energy Council Approved Solar Retailer, 
you should first contact the retailer

If you are not satisfied with the response from the Approved 
Retailer, you can also contact your relevant consumer protection 
organisation. You can also register your complaint with the Clean
Energy Council, which will investigate breaches of the code. This 
may result in the retailer having its approval revoked.

For more information on dealing with complaints please visit 
approvedsolarretailer.com.au

FURTHER INFORMATION

• For further information or to view a copy of the code of 
conduct, visit approvedsolarretailer.com.au

• For any questions on the code of conduct, contact: 
Clean Energy Council – Code of Conduct 
Level 15, 222 Exhibition Street 
Melbourne VIC 3000 
email codeofconduct@cleanenergycouncil.org.au

• To download the Clean Energy Council’s 'Guide to installing solar 
PV for households', visit solaraccreditation.com.au/consumers

• For information on consumer rights and warranties,  visit 
accc.gov.au/consumers/consumer-rights-guarantees

• To contact your relevant consumer affairs organisation,  visit 
solaraccreditation.com.au/consumers/complaints

• To view the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 
authorisation register, visit registers.accc.gov.au

WHAT IS THE CLEAN ENERGY COUNCIL?

The Clean Energy Council is the peak body for Australia's clean 
energy industry. We represent and work with hundreds of leading 
businesses operating in solar, wind, energy efficiency, hydro, 
bioenergy, energy storage, geothermal and marine along with 
more than 4000 solar installers.

We are committed to accelerating the transformation of 
Australia’s energy system to one that is smarter and cleaner.

For more information, visit cleanenergycouncil.org.au

PRE-SALE 

• ensure that sales representatives act ethically at 
all times

•  not engage in any dishonest or misleading advertising 
and sales tactics

•  provide you with the necessary information in writing 
to enable  full education about your purchase prior to 
entering into a contract
 

POST-SALE 
•  respect your legal rights relating to cooling-off periods 

and refunds and give you  the opportunity to cancel a 
contract and obtain a full refund where changes are  
made after contract that are not approved in writing

•   provide a standard minimum warranty period of five 
years, on the operation and performance of the whole 
solar system including workmanship and products, 
and  address any problems arising during this period

•  fully inform you of the process between system 
installation and network  connection or will facilitate 
this process on your behalf

DOCUMENTATION AND GENERAL BUSINESS

•  ensure that you are provided with the required 
documentation before and after the solar system 
is installed 

•  adhere to all existing legislation and regulations, and 
maintain effective internal cancellation procedures 

•  be fully accountable for the actions of any 
subcontracted parties, including CEC-accredited 
installers/designers 

•  maintain a fair and transparent complaints process, 
and get back to you within 21 days of you making a 
complaint



"Quality Is Remembered Long After The Price Is Forgotten"'

Residential & Commercial No Deposit Finance Available
 

Notes




